Abstract: The information provided by T 2 and squared prediction error (SPE) test of principal component analysis (PCA) is not corresponding. An improved PCA is proposed which uses principal-component-related variable residual statistic and common variable residual statistic to replace SPE statistic. Then a simulated double-effect evaporator is monitored by using the proposed method and comparisons with the conventional PCA are made. The simulation result shows that the improved PCA can avoid the conservation of SPE statistical test and provide more explicit information about the process conditions. So the improved PCA has an enhanced fault diagnosing performance.
Introduction
Principal component analysis (PCA) is one of multivariate statistical process monitoring methods which is currently studied widely. It has many reports in both theory and application [1, 2] . However, the tests of 2 T and SPE have different meaning [3] . When SPE statistic varies heavily (i.e. case (1) and case (3)), it indicates the relationship between normal working conditions which the PCA statistical model presented is destroyed and it caused by the fault of process or sensor. While 2 T statistic varies heavily but SPE statistic varies slightly (i.e. the case (2)), it indicates the relationship between the variables still (almost) stable, whereas the process changes, it may be caused by the change of working conditions or caused by the fault which just breaks the relationship of variables a little. The approach of fault subspace proposed by Dunia et al and some consequent research based on this approach [4] discuss the problem of process monitoring for cases (1) and (3) . However, the geometric approach they proposed for the case (2) cannot identify what caused 2 T statistic changed, whether by normal variation or by fault.
Introduction to PCA Statistical Process Monitoring Model
Choose the data sets of normal production process m n X × (n samples, m process variables) to establish the statistical model firstly. Data matrix need to be standardized, that is to transform the samples of every moment
X × as follows: according to the methods of centralization and standardization, we
is the corresponding mean vector with regard to x and the variance matrix ) , , , (
standard deviation of process variables. The matrix after standardization is marked as
in which ) , , , ( 
constitutes the residual subspace S . The principal component k is selected according the percentage of the cumulative variance. The data vector x can be decomposed as: T in Sˆ space is defined as:
is the principal component score vector and T δ is the control limit for statistic 2 T . The statistic SPE which used for monitoring the residual in space S is defined as:
in which SPE δ is the control limit for SPE . The control limits T δ and SPE δ are determined by sampling distribution of the statistics 2 T and SPE . Thus we can establish the process statistical model through the analysis of the normal process data. We can judge whether the process change by taking the 2 T and SPE tests for the sample at each moment based on statistical model.
Principle-component-related Variable Residuals Statistic and Common Variable Residuals Statistic
If the process variables which are closely related with principal component from statistic SPE are isolated, then coordinate with the statistic 2 T , thus will make up for lack of the conventional PCA. Therefore, we propose an improved PCA method. In the improved PCA, those process variables closely related to principal component are isolated to constitute a new residual statistic (i.e. the PVR statistic).
Theorem 1 [5] : Let T be the score matrix of the former k principal component of process data
in which i j p , is the each element of loading matrix P , i λ is the eigenvalue of the covariance matrix after m n X × standardization which can be calculated by the equation (1) . Setting a threshold for multi-correlation coefficient γ , those multi-correlation coefficients of process variable and principal component which are greater than the threshold are labeled as PVs (Principle-component-related Variables; PVs). The threshold of γ would be selected after determining the number of principal components. 
(8) Another significance of multi-correlation coefficient is its square which reflecting how much information of a variable which is summarized by the principal component [6] , so we can take the value of the weights PVR w and CVR w in the equation (8) as:
The Simulation Study Double-effect evaporator is a kind of multi-effect evaporation. The detailed process description about the double-effect evaporator is shown in the paper [7] .In this paper, all variables except T plot while no change in SPE plot, that matches with the fact. However, it can not determine the causes of change from Fig. 1 . Because as pointed out in the introduction, the monitoring results in Fig. 1 may also appear when the fault of process occurred does not significantly change the relationship between the monitoring variables. Therefore, the point of view of process changing that is the monitoring results corresponding to case (2) which viewed by conventional PCA is unreliable.
The detection results by using improved PCA is shown in Fig.2 . In Fig.2 , it shows that neither PVR nor CVR is detected significant change. Because both the PVR and 2 T plots reflect the information of PV variable, the monitoring of PVR plot further determines there's no change for residual of PV variable. While the monitoring of CVR plot indicates there's no change of CV variable, so the change of 2 T plot can be considered as caused by the change of normal process and there is no fault during the process. 
Conclusions
The improved PCA use the two new statistics PVR and CVR . The process change and the fault can be distinguished by overall consideration of the change in 2 T and PVR statistics due to 2 T and PVR reflect all information of the process variables those closely related to principal component.
Compared with the conventional PCA, the effectiveness of improved PCA can be proved by the simulation monitoring for double-effect evaporation.
